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Characters
BOM-BED SAMSTRITCH: A Fuzzy.
LIONEL BIGGS: A Fuzzy.
GRANDEE SMALL: A Fuzzy.
CALINON BERNAIN: An Old Wizard.
HAROLD CRUMBLE: A Dirty Dwarf.
LOUIE CRUMBLE: Harold’s Brother.
DAN: Woods Keeper & Part Time Clean Dwarf.
NOGOL: An Evil Wizard.
Allengore: An Elfnode.
Top Elf: An Elfnode.
PLUS: A Chorus of Elfnodes, Trees, Village Folk who sing and
dance
Setting
This is story takes place in an ancient land known as Thorwood.
Recent investigations making use of the latest discoveries have
located Thorwood in that area of the globe now hosting the lands
of Sweden and Norway. Investigators differ as to the time
Thorwood became vanished from the face of the earth leaving only
traces of its existence in the few remote villages that still
have stories of encounters with the inhabitants of Thorwood.
However, there is no substantial proof that men as we know them
today have ever had personal contact with the ancient
inhabitants of Thorwood.

This tale, then, should be understood by its audience as being
totally fictional. There is no valid documentation of these
events ever having occurred.
Time
Winter. The distant past.
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Act I
Scene 1
(The Village Square where folks, garbage in
robes or other costume to cover all of their
faces, busy themselves in preparation for
the Celebration Day.
They carry Holly, decorations, DTC. As they
sing while three young Fuzzies play in the
foreground.)
“The Tree Will Come”
CHORUS
Snow and frost and fireplaces, woolen gloves and a happy
faces.
Pudding cooling on the shelf for friends or anybody else,
Who happens by the kitchen door or looks as though they're
feeling poor.
For seasons greetings fill the air and cheerful tidings come
in pairs.
And soon the tree will come to town as all village gathers
round
To sing of Celebration Day, exchanging presents bright and
gay.
Yes everyone and all their friends will decorate the tree and
then
Sing all the songs of holiday, exchanging presents bright and
gay.
(In ringing chorus style the singers we've in and out a lot
of soons, dings, dongs, days, celebrations, etc. And then
burst into the next set of verses.).
Yes snow and frost and fireplaces, woolen gloves and happy
faces.
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“The Tree Will Come” (cont.)
Tinsel hanging from the tree for everyone around to see.
As people who are kind and nice watch children sliding on the
ice.
For throwing snowballs through the air as everyone from
everywhere
Sing songs of old and songs of new an songs for me and songs for
you.
And decorations tree for all the Winter world to see.
Yes holidays are coming here, full of fun and full of cheer.
And soon the tree will come to town as all the village gathers
round.
(the chorus returns to their ringing round and begin to
slowly walk off stage left and right leaving our three
young fuzzies onstage.
GRANDEE throws a snowball at BOM-BED)
BOM-BED
You missed me, you missed me.
GRANDEE
Oh yeah?
(He hits BOM-BED is a good one)
LIONEL
He sure did miss you that time.
BOM-BED
It was a lucky shot. You couldn't do it again in a million years
GRANDEE
(Hitting BOM-BED with another one)
You were saying?
BOM-BED
(Brushing himself off…)
Never mind.
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LIONEL
How many more days, Bomb bed, until the great Holiday Tree
arrives?
B0M-BED
Gee, I don't know Lionel. I heard the old folks talking in the
Square today and they were saying that it should have been here
by now.
GRANDEE
I bet that old wizard down the hill made it disappear or turn
into a snowflake or something.
BOM BED
I bet he didn't.
GRANDEE
Why?
LIONEL
Yes, Bomb bed. Why?
BOM-BED
Because he's a nice old wizard. I talked to him once and I'm
sure he wouldn't do anything bad to her giant Holiday Tree.
GRANDEE
You talked to him?
LIONEL
(quickly)
Weren't you afraid?
BOM-BED
(bragging)
Of course not.
GRANDEE
When you did you talk to him?
BOM-BED
Last week.
LIONEL
Last week?
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BOMB BED
Yes. I was out gathering some berries to use as decorations for
the tree when I saw very big and red berry hanging deep inside
Bush well when I crawled into Bush to the very it disappeared
right in front of my eyes.
And then this big hand came down on me and lifted me up by the
suspenders. He held me up to his huge bolt face and said,(lowers
voice) ‘What are you up to fuzzy?’
(back to normal voice)’ nothing, sir’ I told him. (lowers voice)
‘well, you've been digging around my property for the last half
hour. You had better have a good reason or I'll turn you into a
marshmallow.’ (back to normal voice) so I told him that I was
looking for berries to decorate the tree with, and as soon as I
told him he disappeared into smoke.
LIONEL
And that was it?
BOM-BED
No. A minute later he popped out of the snow bank and handed me
a bowl full of magic berries that shine in the dark. (lowers
voice) ‘here you go, fuzzy. Now be on your way. (back to normal
voice) and then he puffed himself up into smoke again and
disappeared.
(On that note BOM-BED gets hit by another snowball from the
hand of GRANDEE)
Cut it out!
GRANDEE
I don't believe you.
BOM-BED
It's all true.
GRANDEE
Then show us the bowl of berries that shine in the dark.
BOM-BED
I can't.
LIONEL
Why not, Bomb-bed?
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BOM-BED
The wizard made me promise not to show them to anybody until the
holiday tree came to town.
GRANDEE
And that will never happen because that old wizard did some
magic on our holiday tree and turned it into something else.
BOM-BED
He did not!
GRANDEE
Then where is it?
LIONEL
Yes, Bom-bed. You said it was supposed to be here by now
BOM-BED
I don't know where is. But I'm sure the Wizard didn't do
anything to it.
GRANDEE
If you are so sure, why don't you go ask him where is? If he is
a real wizard, he can look into his Magic and see if anything
happened to it.
LIONEL
But if the Wizard did do something to the holiday tree, then
there's no telling what might happen to Bom-bed if he goes to
see the wizard.
GRANDEE
But it was Bom-bed who told him that the holiday tree was
coming, so if you didn't do anything to it, then it's Bom-bed's
fault it's up to Bomb-bed to get it back.
BOM-BED
I'll get it back. You just wait and see, I'll go right over to
that wizards house now and ask him where the holiday tree is.
LIONEL
You better not, Bom-bed. Something terrible might happen to you.
GRANDEE
How could something terrible happened? Why according to Bom-bed,
that old wizard is as friendly as a kitten. Why they're almost
old friends. His net right Bom-bed?
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LIONEL
(to Bom-bed)
I'll go with you if you like, Bom-bed.
BOM-BED
No, Grandee is right. It's up to me to find out what happened to
the holiday tree. I'm going over to the wizards house right now.
I'll be back soon, Lionel, don't worry.
(BOM-BED begins to walk away. He slowly turns toward
GRANDEE and says in the sweet tone…)
Oh, Grandee…
GRANDEE
What?
(BOM-BED pops him with the snowball he's been hiding.)
GRANDEE
Hey!
(BLACKOUT)
end scene 1
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Scene 2
(Two beats after blackout - a loud yell from
house left.)
CALINON
Ho!
(A spotlight finds the wizard in an aisle
house left. Onstage is cut away house in the
winter scene, so that outside and inside are
visible at same time. Stage lights do not
come up until musical refrain of wizard’s
song.)
Ho! Oh dear me.
(He sprinkles powder into a bowl he carries and
the result is a small flash. Can be flash powder
or flashbulb.)
Ho. What a pitiful effort.
(He walks toward stage.)
It must be this nasty Winter that's working such miserable deeds
on my spells or could it be that I'm getting too old?
(cue for song)
“I'm Just Too Old”
CALINON
Why only last spring I could make the house scene,
I could fly up to the moon or make a basket carried tunes.
I could put a spell on the world or turn a boy into a girl.
I could sit upon the air or anything you care.
Oh I could.
Yes I could.
But now I'm getting old.
I can barely start a fire in my stove.
My hair has gone all white and my robe is such a fright.
I'm getting old. I'm getting old.
In my youth!
I could cruise around the sky in just a twinkling of an eye.
I could walk upon a thread or even think without my head.
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CALINON (CONT.)
I could stretch for I could shrink or anything you think.
Oh I could! Yes I could.
Why once I fought a dragon and cut them into pieces.
I climbed the highest mountain and I blew away its creases.
I flooded all the deserts and dried up all the snow.
I stood atop the strongest rock and turned it into dough.
But now…
(Musical interlude as he tries a few magic tricks and
fails. He walks dejectedly to house as stage lights come
up. Once in house he does last lines of song. On last note
of song, BOM-BED ENTERS stage and knocks on door.)
I can't even make a decent puff of smoke.
My nose has grown too long.
And my spells are none too strong.
Oh everything's all wrong.
I guess I'm just too old.
(to BOMBED’s knock)
Ho! Yes, yes who is it?
BOM-BED
It's Bom-bed Samstritch, sir.
CALINON
And what is a Bom-bed Samstritch?
BOM-BED
It's what, er, who I am.
CALINON
Are you that Fuzzy I caught poking around in my yard the other
day?
BOM-BED
Yes, sir.
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CALINON
Then go away!
BOM-BED
Oh, but I can't, sir. I must ask you some questions.
CALINON
Ask then, but you'll get no answers.
BOM-BED
May I come in? It's terribly hard to talk through a door.
CALINON
Ho, alright, come in if you must. Only take care, that door is a
bit of a trick to get through.
BOM-BED
I don't see how going through a door could be so difficult.
(As he goes through the door he doesn't come out
the other side. A second later he appears from a
door on opposite opposite side of the room.)
Oooooooh!
CALINON
I told you it was tricky.
BOM-BED
How did that happen?
CALINON
It happened because it is a door to a wizard’s house and that is
all there is to it.
BOM-BED
You must have very great powers…
CALINON
I have the greatest powers on earth!
BOM-BED
Can you see into the future?
CALINON
Of course not. It hasn't happened yet.
BOM-BED
Does that mean you can see into the past?
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CALINON
It means that the future hasn't happened yet and so I cannot see
it happen. However, I can see into the past. But then most
people can. It's called remembering.
BOM-BED
What I meant was, can you see things that happened when nobody
was looking? For example, if somebody stole your hat last week,
could you look into your magic to see who has stolen it?
CALINON
Yes, yes, quite so. How very simple that would be. But then of
course, there would be no use for it. You see, a wizard’s hat is
his most prized possession. He would never allowed to be stolen.
(he offers a glass of something he's been
preparing during the conversation)
BOM-BED
What is it?
CALINON
Just taste it.
BOM-BED
YECHHHHH!
CALINON
No good, eh?
BOM-BED
That was terrible!
CALINON
Another failure. Oh well, I'll try again next week.
BOM-BED
What was that?
CALINON
It was terrible, you said so yourself.
BOM-BED
No, no, I meant…
CALINON
Never mind that now. Why are you asking me so many questions
anyway?
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BOM-BED
Well, you see sir, our holiday treat seems to have disappeared
and I was wondering if you might help me find it.
CALINON
Holiday tree?
BOM-BED
Yes, you remember, don't you? That's why I was here last week. I
was looking for pretty berries to decorated with and…
CALINON
Oh yes, yes. I remember now. It's missing you say?
BOM-BED
Yes sir.
CALINON
Well, I have many fine trees in my backyard…
BOM-BED
Oh no sir. You see the Holiday Tree is a very special tree.
CALINON
(to self)
I know.
BOM-BED
What?
CALINON
I said oh.
BOM-BED
Yes, it's very special and it comes from the dark bug forest.
Each year is transported to our Village for the Celebration Day
and afterwards is returned to the forest for the next year’s
Celebration Day.
CALINON
I see. very well then, I'll make up the spell we must used to
see where your tree is at this very moment. After we know where
is it should be simple enough to go get it. Go into that closet
there and bring me a cup of frostbite.
BOM-BED
Did you say frostbite?
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CALINON
All the jars in there have names on them. Bring me one cup of
frostbite.
BOM-BED
Yes sir.
(he enters the closet and emerges with a cup
labeled ‘frostbite’ from another door on the
other side of the wizard)
CALINON
(he takes the cup, ignoring Bom-bed’s confusion)
Are yes, that's the stuff.
(he pours the frostbite into a big cauldron along
with other powders. Soon it begins to steam. He
leans over and yells into the cauldron)
Can you hear me?
BOM-BED
Is there somebody in there?
CALINON
Quiet!
VOICE
Yes. I can hear you. What do you want?
CALINON
This little Fuzzy wants to know where his Holiday Tree is.
BOM-BED
It’s very big.
VOICE
Very well. Give me a moment.
CALINON
Don't take all day. I've got other things to do better than
chatting with Fuzzies.
BOM-BED
How long will it take?
CALINON
Could be a minute, could be a day. These spirits don’t care much
for time.
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BOM-BED
Oh.
CALINON
SHHH! Listen.
BOM-BED
What?
CALINON
SHHH! There's somebody sneaking about outside.
(he goes to the door)
I'll now him.
(he throws open the door and grabs hold of…)
BOM-BED
Lionel!
CALINON
A friend of yours, no doubt. Judging from the looks of him.
LIONEL
I had to come, Bom-bed. I was terribly fearful for you.
CALINON
You should be terribly fearful for yourself, young Fuzzy.
Wizards don't like folks sneaking about their houses.
BOM-BED
Please, wizard, sir, please don't hurt him. He was only trying
to help me. He's dreadfully frightened of your power.
CALINON
(flattered)
Oh, he is, eh. Well, it's a good thing for you that you got a
friend here, little Fuzzy, or you would have been a caterpillar
by now. Go over there stand by your friend, and don't get in my
way.
LIONEL
(crossing to Bom-bed)
Have you found out…
BOM-BED
Not yet.
CALINON
Now I can't tell the two of you apart.
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BOM-BED
I'm Bom-bed.
LIONEL
And I'm Lionel.
CALINON
You're both too fuzzy. What you need is a shave.
VOICE
They’re in the cave.
CALINON
I said they need a shave.
VOICE
And I said they're in the cave.
BOM-BED
Who are in the cave?
VOICE
The Holiday Tree and the thieves.
CALINON
What cave?
BOM-BED
Yes please, what cave?
CALINON
I'll do the questioning of my cauldron if you don't mind
VOICE
The cave that lies beyond the magic words
CALINON, BOM-BED, LIONEL
The magic woods?!
VOICE
Yes the magic woods known as Mord.
BOM-BED
Oh, dear me, what will we do now?
CALINON
Quickly, spirit, tell me, is there any way to the cave without
having to travel through Mord?
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VOICE
There is no other way.
CALINON
Well, you had better go plant yourselves another tree young
fuzzies.
(Calinon disappears Wizard fashion with lights popping or
smoke puffing or something else capable of watching a
wizard)
BOM-BED
(trying to swat away smoke)
Well, Lionel, I guess it’s up to us to go through Mord and get
our Holiday Tree back.
LIONEL
(definitely frightened)
Yes, I suppose it's up to us.
(the Fuzzies timidly leave the house and take halting steps
down stage during the following conversation. Lights slowly
dim to black behind them to allow for set change. as the
fuzzies talk and move down stage the wizard house is is
replaced with scary looking trees - which have dancers
inside)
VOICE
(In the dark)
Hello? Hello? I guess they hung up.
BOM-BED
You don't have to go, Lionel, if you're frightened.
LIONEL
Who's frightened?
BOM-BED
Well, I am for one.
LIONEL
You are?
BOM-BED
Yes, I am. But there's nothing wrong and being frightened. You
see, Lionel, to be frightened of things that are scary it is
quite normal.
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(Cue for song which happens to be the transition to scene
three. )
“I'm Scared”
BOM-BED
If I am walking late at night when there's no moon to give me
light,
And if the wind is blowing loud, the sky is full of churning
clouds,
the trees are full of shaking leaves and something brushes at my
feet
Ohhhhh - I'm scared.
LIONEL
Or when I'm lying in my bed, the covers pulled up round my head,
And something taps my window pain and slowly whispers out my
name,
And I peek out to see who's there and somethings sitting in my
chair
Ohhhhh - I'm scared.
BOTH
And if we walk to far from home and find that we are all alone,
And something boobs behind the tree then grabs at him or grabs
at me,
So we begin to run so hard that we pass by our own front yard,
We’re scared.
BOM-BED
Or if you sit home by your self with no one there nobody else,
And something creaks upon the stairs and makes a noise to curl
your hair,
And you don't breathe and you don't move because somethings
clutching at your shoe…
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LIONEL
You're scared.
BOM-BED
You're scared.
LIONEL
Or if you walking home from school and bigger kids start chasing
you,
And you run around the block and hide, but here they come, there
twice your size common
The getting closer you can see, they're getting closer, then you
sneeze
BOM-BED
You're scared
LIONEL
You're scared.
BOTH
Or when the moon is orange bright with strings of clouds that
hurry by,
The owls are hooting out their cries and something blows out all
the lights,
In in shadows in the window frame are popping up And down again,
You're scared! Ohhhhh - You're scared!
(special area lighting snaps on as CREEPY DANCERS
accompanied by the moving trees ENTER from right and left.
BOM-BED and LIONEL run off stage into the audience to hide.
DANCERS take over stage bobbing in and out from behind
trees, and with trees, doing spooky choreography. On last
note of music, dancers all say “oooooohhhhhh you're scared”
and exit stage. The trees (without dancers)remain on the
stage as the Forest of Mord.)
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Scene three
(BOM-BED and LIONEL, who have been hiding in the audience,
retake the stage, which is now the Forest setting.
I'm scared (cont.)
BOTH
And if we walk too far from home and we find we are all alone,
and something moves behind a tree
(something moves behind a tree)
LIONEL
(speaking)
Ohhh Bom-bed, I think we've come too far into the forest. We'll
never get out now!
BOM-BED
(resuming song)
Stand your ground in front of fear.
Do you forget it just why we're here?
Don't ever let the squeaks at night keep you from doing what is
right.
You may be shaking head to toe but we have got so far to go.
Be brave. Be brave.
LIONEL
But I keep thinking of my home, that it's not good to be alone,
Especially here where things are glum, and I keep wondering why
I've come.
I’d just as soon be back in bed or sliding hills upon my sled.
I'm scared. I'm scared.
(the thing that moved behind a tree pops out and joins in
the song. It’s DAN, a colorful, cheerful character, full of
smiles and caring a sword.)
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DAN
(Singing)
Stand your ground me Bucko's dear, there's nothing in these
woods to fear. It's all inside your little heads that keep you
wishing for your beds.
I call these woods of my very own, here I was born and I have
grown.
There's not a thing could harm a flea, don't tell me you're
afraid of trees?
And I am not going to chop your head or keep you tied up in the
shed.
Why I am the sweetest guy you'll find, now you just keep that
news in mind.
And I know why you come this far, just why you're here and who
you are.
For I've been asked to help you out, but if you're too afraid
just shout.
I'll take my leave and then we'll see if you can find that great
big tree.
Be brave!
(Music keeps going under the following)
BOM-BED & LIONEL
Who are you?
DAN
The names Dan, me boys, keeper of the woods and part-time dwarf.
The old wizard told me you were comin’ and to give you a hand.
But first you gotta swallow all that fear. Swell up your chest
and show the world you ain’t afraid of nothin.
(he bursts back into the song)
Stand up straight and lift your chin before we hit the road
again.
Stretch your self a foot or so and don't shrink back from any
foe.
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The key to bein’ brave out there is knowin’ just how much you're
scared.
BOM-BED & LIONEL
(singing)
And if we hear a monsters roar?
DAN
We'll ask him if he's got one more
BOM-BED & LIONEL
And if the dragon blows out smoke?
DAN
We'll tie his nose and watching choke.
BOM-BED & LIONEL
But what if we are chased by ghosts?
DAN
We'll point the dragon and watch ‘em roast!
ALL
We can be brave if we just try and don't sit on a stump and cry.
We'll march and hold our chins up high and point our noses to
the sky.
The key to bein’ brave out there is knowin’ just how much you're
scared.
Yes we can do most anything.
LIONEL
We can jump the moon.
DAN
Or be a king!
BOM-BED
Sail the Sea!
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ALL
Or save the Holiday Tree!
(all three exit together slapping each other on the back)
(HAROLD & LOUIE ENTER from the opposite
side)
(HAROLD and LOUIE are two dirty dwarves dressed in black
capes, no hats, wild hair, and perhaps masked.)
HAROLD
(pointing to a stump)
Here, here.
(Louie sits on the stump)
Don't sit on it!
(he kicks at Louie)
For the note. You write on it. Now write this down just as I say
it.
(Louis pulls pencil and paper from his cape and
sets up stump to act as a desk)
Dear hairy little creatures. No no that ain’t good, start over
again.
(he paces like an executive as he dictates)
Now listen to this, you Fuzzies. We got your holiday tree and we
ain’t goin’ to give it back. Me and my brother Louie don't like
you guys ‘cause you’re too sweet and nice. And since we don't
like you, we don't like your dumb tree either. You are never
going to get it back. So there. Very truly yours, Harold Jay
Crumble and his brother Louie P Crumble.
Now take that and wrap it around a big rock, and throw it
through one of those Fuzzy’s windows.
(Louie takes the note and starts to leave)
And hurry back here. Old sourpuss is bound to be back soon.
(special wizard entrance effects. NOGOL ENTERS)
NOGOL
Stand where you are!
(Harold and Louie freeze in their tracks)
Behold! I am the great wizard Nogol.
(he struts and waves his arms to allow this capes
to flourish theatrically)
Old sourpuss is back!
Come here!
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(Harold and Louie fly to his feet, bowing and
scraping)
Let this be known to you and all the world. I am Nogol, Master
wizard of the Otherworld. I have stolen the holiday tree and the
power it possesses. Soon all the people of the world Will bow at
my feet just as you miserable wretches are doing.
HAROLD
Yes sir, yes sir, they sure will, Mr. Nogol.
LOUIE
Yep, you bet.
NOGOL
Silent idiots! Come here with me.
(he moves to lit the stage center, the dwarves
follow)
Now give me that note.
(Louie hands over note)
I am not ready to war in the world of my coming.
(he passed his hand over paper and it flashes
into ash -it’s ‘flash paper’)
Now listen to me.
(he waves hands and all lights, except the spot
on him, go out)
I am the master of darkness.
(well lights are out, dancers crawl back into the trees
that have been standing there all this time)
Evil and social Forest at this very moment. From now on, the
forest will be your servant. Soon a small band of spies will
enter these woods in search of the Holiday Tree. You will use
the power of the Forest to stop them.
HAROLD
Spies?
NOGOL
Two Fuzzies and a dwarf are in search of the Holiday Tree.
LOUIE
Fuzzies?
NOGOL
Yes, Fuzzies! It is your job to stop them. You will use the
power of the forest.
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HAROLD
What power?
NOGOL
Silence, idiot! My power has entered the forest. It is your job
to use it against the spies.
LOUIE
You mean the Fuzzies?
NOGOL
(getting irritated)
Two Fuzzies and a dwarf!
HAROLD
(to Louie)
Don't forget the dwarf
NOGOL
(flourishes capes in frustration)
I AM NOGOL! I will use the power of the holiday treat to rule
the world! You idiots will do my bidding or I'll turn you to
dust!
HAROLD
(to Louie)
There , you hear that, he’s gonna to turn you to dust if you
don't shape up.
NOGOL
Silence! You fools wait here and stop those five. After you have
captured them, bring them to the cave.
(wait hands and lights come up on the scene of the Forest.
He exits stage flourishing capes)
HAROLD
Now what do you suppose he means by the power of the Forest?
LOUIE
I don't know, Harold, but it sounds scary. I want to go home to
my nice wet cave.
HAROLD
Are you crazy? This is the chance of our lives. Why, we're
working for the great Nogol. We could become famous just like
him.
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LOUIE
I'd rather be sitting at home eating a nice raw fish. Yikes!
This tree moved!
HAROLD
You're seeing things. I think Noble scare you. I wonder feel
teach us some of his tricks.
(makes a magical flourish with his hands)
LOUIE
It moved again! Harold, I wanna go home!
HAROLD
You're crazy. Trees can't move unless the wind blows ‘em. And
then it's only a little bit. Yikes! It did move!
LOUIE
What did I tell ya?!
HAROLD
Wait a minute, Louie. Remember what the wizard said about the
power of the Forest? I wonder if…
Move over there, tree.
(tree moves)
That's it! How about the rest of you trees?
(rest of trees move to first tree)
An army of trees! Louie, we're generals. We have a whole army of
trees!
(he snaps to attention)
Alright you trees, line up nice and straight right here.
(trees line up)
Wow! Did you see that!?
(music starts and trees start moving all over the place in
a forest ballet. When they're done, Louie speaks)
LOUIE
Ohhhhh Harold, I'm getting scared. It ain't natural for trees to
move around like that.
HAROLD
Of course it ain't natural, we're workin’ for the Wizard now.
LOUIE
Ohhhh he scares me too.
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HAROLD
You’ll get used to him. Right now let's go hide; Nogol said
those spies were comin’ this way. We'll stop ‘em.
(they begin to exit, but Harold remembers that trees are
all in a straight line)
Look normal, trees!
(trees go back to places)
(HAROLD and LOUIE EXIT. BOM-BED, LIONEL, and DAN ENTER from
opposite side)
BOM-BED
I thought I heard something over here.
DAN
Probably just the normal forest noises, meat boy. Trees make
more noise than people think; just dropping seeds and the like.
But I ain’t heard of nobody that's been set upon by a tree, no
siree. Why they just creak a bit now and then.
LIONEL
They don't look like normal trees to meet.
(he inspects one)
Yikes! It moved!
DAN
Caution, boy. You're lettin’ your ‘magination run loose.
BOM-BED
Dan, how much further have we got to go? My feet are sore.
(during the following conversation the trees slowly
surround LIONEL as he goes upstage to further inspect them.
He disappears behind the trees and HAROLD and LOUIE creep
in upstage)
DAN
Buy my figures we got about another mile or so.
BOM-BED
I sure am glad you joined us, Dan. We could never have found our
way through these woods.
DAN
You can thank the old wizard if you ever see him again. He's the
one that put me up to it.
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BOM-BED
I've been meaning to ask you about that. Why do you suppose he
came out all this way just to get somebody to help us find the
Holiday Tree?
DAN
(draws Bom-bed near)
There's a whole lot more to that Holiday Tree than you can
imagine. Why it’s been in the old wizard’s keep been since he
was a young apprentice wizard.
BOM-BED
What do you mean?
DAN
That trees belong see your people, sure enough. But the old
wizard has been charged with its protection for a long, long
time. The Tree has magic in it, you see, and in the wrong hands
the world could be in a lot of trouble.
BOM-BED
You mean…
DAN
Exactly. Now that it's gone, it's up to the old wizard to get it
back before something terrible happens.
BOM-BED
Well then, where is he?
DAN
Oh he's around, sure enough. You see blames himself for losing
the Tree because he's getting old and he feels all rusty. He
thinks he's getting too weak to be a wizard anymore.
BOM-BED
He seems very strong to me.
DAN
Oh he is, he is. But you see the world’s been so peaceful for
such a long time now that it’s got sort of stale. Why in the old
days there used to be a great many more adventures than this.
And, my goodness, he used to always be getting into fights with
old Nogol. My, My, now that was something to see. Why those old
wizards would muster up all their magic and throw it at each
other so hard that mountains would crumble and the sky would
ripped open.
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BOM-BED
Really?!
Oh yes,
that he
seen in
holiday
himself

DAN
yes indeed. But then the old wizard beat Noble so bad
just disappeared and apostle of smoke. He hasn't been
years. But the old wizard thinks Noble might be behind's
tree thing. There's a rumor around that he's mended
all up and he is on the prowl again.

BOM-BED
Wow! Lionel, did you hear that? Lionel? Lionel? Lionel?!
He's gone!
DAN
Hmmmmm? So he is. I wonder…
(he sticks a tree with his sword. The tree jumps.
HAROLD and LOUIE jump up and yell)
HAROLD AND LOUIE
Get ‘em!
(trees move to surround BOM-ED and DAN. LIONEL has
disappeared from stage by now)
DAN
Stand back, me boy. When I get through there'll be enough
firewood for years!
(DAN starts hacking at the encroaching trees. HAROLD and
LOUIE stand back and root for the trees)
(Blackout. End scene three)
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scene four
(BOM-BED has run into the audience area. Spotlight picks
him up)
BOM-BED
I think I’d better go find the Wizard; Dan and Lionel need help.
(he runs up the aisle and disappears and then
soon reappears down coming down another aisle,
spotlight picks him up)
Oh! What am I going to do now? Dance fighting a whole forest of
trees, Lionel has disappeared and that old wizard is nowhere to
be found.
ALLENGORE
(is sitting on downstage let. Spotlight finds him/her after
1st line)
Hey, you there!
BOM-BED
Who said that?
ALLENGORE
(now in light)
Me! Over here!
BOM-BED
Who are you?
ALLENGORE
Why, I'm an elf of course. Who else would look like an elf?
BOM-BED
I bet a wizard could.
ALLENGORE
Oh, well I suppose that is possible. But it's not the case right
now. If I were a wizard I’d know it, and since I don't know it
then I'm not a wizard.
BOM-BED
Well I guess that make sense.
ALLENGORE
Of course it makes sense.
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BOM-BED
Can you make magic as well?
ALLENGORE
No. We're only capable of making sense.
BOM-BED
That's too bad. I could use some magic right about now.
ALLENGORE
Got trouble, huh?
BOM-BED
Boy, do I have trouble. One of my friends has disappeared,
another friend is sword fighting a forest, and I can't find the
old wizard anywhere.
ALLENGORE
Boy, you do have trouble. Can I help?
BOM-BED
You could take me to the cave beyond the woods. Do you know
where it is?
ALLENGORE
Sure, but I don't think I'd like to take you.
BOM-BED
Why not?
ALLENGORE
Elves don't like caves.
BOM-BED
But this is very important. The future of the world could depend
on it.
ALLENGORE
Well, if it's that important, I suppose I could take you there.
But I won't go in! Just being close to cave is enough to make me
turn green.
BOM-BED
But you are green.
ALLENGORE
I know. I went too close to a cave once.
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BOM-BED
Really?
ALLENGORE
Yes. That’s why I'm all alone here. Nobody likes a green elf.
BOM-BED
Do you mean that all the other elves won't play with you?
ALLENGORE
Exactly. Ever since I turned green, I don't have one friend in
the world left.
BOM-BED
But I always thought that elves were greening naturally.
ALLENGORE
No. Elves are invisible naturally. The only time you can see an
elf is if he has gone too close to cave and turned green. I
suppose that's why people think elves are green, because the
only ones they can see are green.
BOM-BED
Imagine that. Boy, I've sure learned a lot of things since I
started this adventure.
ALLENGORE
And you'll probably learn a lot more before you're done. Well,
let's get going.
BOM-BED
Going?
ALLENGORE
You wanted to go to the cave on the woods didn't you?
BOM-BED
Oh yes, yes. Will you take me now?
ALLENGORE
Let's go.
(BOM-BED goes to ALLENGORE and gets on stage with him/her.
They exit upstage left or right.
Lights come up on cutaway of cave downstage opposite their
exit. LIONEL, with arms spread is chained to a wall NOGOL
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is looking busy preparing a black cauldron for a potion, or
a fuzzy stew. He uses exaggerated my movements.
BOM-BED and ALLENGORE sneak back on stage and down toward
the cave entrance staying outside)
ALLENGORE
This is it. Do I look any greener to you?
BOM-BED
No. You looked just the same.
NOGOL
Now then, Fuzzy, as soon as those two idiots, Harold and Louie,
get back from the forest with your friends, I'll prepare you for
dinner.
BOM-BED
Did you hear that?
ALLENGORE
I s,s,s, sure d,d,d, did. The the that's the Vo vo voice of no
no no nogol. The eeeevil wi wi wi wizard of the Otherworld.
BOM-BED
It sounds like he's got Lionel in there.
ALLENGORE
Listen, someone's coming. Hide.
(they hide behind a rock)
(HAROLD and LOUIE ENTER from opposite side of stage)
HAROLD
It's all your fault they got away.
LOUIE
My fault?!
HAROLD
Yeah, your fault. If you hadn’t gotten in the way, I could have
knocked him on the head real good.
LOUIE
You were just in the wrong place. I could've got ‘em two or
three times if you had gotten in the way.
(the enter cave)
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NOGOL
It's about time, you fools. Did you take care of the other two?
LOUIE
They got away.
NOGOL
What?! Both of them?
HAROLD
We almost had one of them, the dwarf, but he had a sword that
cut through those trees like paper. He chopped up those trees
while the other one, the Fuzzy, got away.
LOUIE
The way he was running, I expect he's got halfway around the
world by now.
NOGOL
Fools! Idiots! He's going to help. This could have been quite a
simple matter if you have just carried out my bidding. But now
the whole business is going to be cluttered up with all kinds of
messy doings. We'll be lucky to get out of this without a wizard
battle.
HAROLD AND LOUIE
(withdrawing in shock)
Wizard battle?!
NOGOL
Shhhh. What was that?
HAROLD
I didn't hear anything.
LOUIE
Me neither. Nope. Not me.
NOGOL
Quiet, you fools! Now listen to me.
(cue song)
I am Nogol
I am Nogol, Master Wizard of the Otherworld.
I am the perfection of the evil.
I am Nogol, Master Wizard, King of rats and creeping lizards.
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I am Nogol (cont.)
I control the wind at night, the howling dogs and spooky lights.
I am storm and I am thunder, I cast a spell and you'll fall
under.
I am king of every cave, I am master you are slave.
I can make you cheat and steal, when you do bad you do my will.
I can make you cry and shriek or hide your head beneath your
sheet.
Yes, I am Nogol, Magic Master I am why your heart beats faster.
(NOGOL, HAROLD and LOUIE go down stage. HAROLD and LOUIE
are choreographed around the Wizard)
HAROLD AND LOUIS
Yes he is Nogol, Master Wizard, evil’s king and darkness ruler.
He can turn you into stone, or grab you when you're all alone.
And he can make you steal and lie, or block the sun out from the
sky.
And we are in Nogol’s right arm men, we stole the tree, we'll
steal again.
We creep and crawl through every night, we've never done a thing
that's right.
Where crummy and we're spineless to,
(to each other)
I steal from him, I steal from you.
We are ruthless and were slimy dwarves, our specialty is
unlocked doors.
Yes everything we do is wrong, and that is right where we
belong.
ALL THREE
Yes evil is our stock in trade
HAROLD
It's how we live from day today.
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ALL THREE
The world is full of days and nights. The good and bad– –
LOUIE
It's only right.
ALL THREE
And all that's right will soon be wrong.
HAROLD AND LOUIE
For he is Nogol.
NOGOL
And Nogol’s strong.
ALL THREE
The world will soon be dark and cold when it is ours to have and
hold.
And when it hours we'll burn and loot.
LOUIE
And I can get some brand-new boots.
ALL THREE
And all the folks will bow and scrape
NOGOL
Before my robes for I am great.
HAROLD AND LOUIE
Yes he is great, the master wizard, king of rats and creeping
lizards.
NOGOL
I am storm and I am thunder, I cast spells and you fall under. I
can make you cheat and steal, when you do bad you do my will.
Yes, I am Nogol, king of caves, I am master you are slave.
(Music stops)
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I AM NOGOL! Master Wizard of the Otherworld.
I am the power of darkness.
I am the perfection of evil.
I!
(lights flash and thunder sounds)
AM NOGOL!
(end of song)
(as soon as things start rolling and flashing, DAN RUNS ON
STAGE with sword drawn and confronts NOGOL)
DAN
Alright you smoke spitting, light spinning, phony magic
trickster, what did you do with me little friends?
NOGOL
Down on your knees, fool.
(waves hand and Dan drops to floor)
I had only one of them, now I have to. Take him over there with
the other idiot.
(HAROLD and LOUIE Grab Dan and put him on the wall with
LIONEL. NOGOL goes back into gave as well.
BOM-BED and Allengore stick heads up from behind rock)
BOM-BED
Ohhhhhh, now what are we going to do? They've got Dan and Lionel
now.
ALLENGORE
Perhaps we should get some help.
BOM-BED
The old wizard is the only one who could help us now, and
there's no telling where he might be.
ALLENGORE
You stay here. I've got an idea.
(he runs off stage)
BOM-BED
Oh, now what am I going to do?
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DAN
(now strung up next to Lionel)
Well, me boy, looks like we've made a soup of this adventure.
LIONEL
I don't know Dan. It looks to me like this adventure is going to
make soup out of us.
DAN
Hmm. So it does. Hey Nogol!
NOGOL
You may as well say everything you have to say now. In a moment
you'll be stuffed with apples. It's my own recipe; stuffed
dwarf.
DAN
I hope you choke, you purple creep.
NOGOL
I believe your mouth is big enough for two apples, dwarf.
Harold!
HAROLD
Yes, sir.
NOGOL
Give that fellow an apple.
(HAROLD sticks an apple in DAN’s mouth. DAN tries to mumble
around it)
LIONEL
Boy oh boy. When the old wizard catches up with you, you're
going to be real sorry.
NOGOL
That'll fool? He may have beat me once, but he'll never beat me
again! That washed up old magician stands no chance in the face
of the power of NOGOL!
(ALLENGORE returns to BOM-BED outside of cave)
ALLENGORE
Here Bom-bed.
(he hands Bom-bed up a bundle of cloth)
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BOM-BED
What is it?
ALLENGORE
It's a wizard suit.
BOM-BED
A wizard suit? What am I going to do with a wizard suit.
ALLENGORE
Wear it, of course.
BOM-BED
Where it?!
ALLENGORE
Yes, yes. You put on the wizard suit and then go into the cave
and draw Nogol away. While he's chasing you I'll sneak in and
let your friends go.
BOM-BED
Now that is a dumb idea. I could get myself turn into a puff of
smoke. What we need is a real wizard.
(a stream of smoke from which the old wizard emerges)
CALINON
Did someone call for me?
BOM-BED
Oh wizard, am I glad to see you. Dan and Lionel are in that
cave. They’re prisoners of Nogol and his helpers. They're going
to eat them for dinner and we’ll never get the Holiday Tree back
and I'll never see my friends again and oh you've got to do
something quick.
CALINON
Come down, Bom-bed
BOM-BED
But wizard …
CALINON
Relax Bom-bed. I'll do something. The first thing we have to do
is get your friends out of there. Elf, that will be your job.
Bom-bed it's up to you to get Nogle out of the cave. While he's
in there he has too much power for me to fight him.
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BOM-BED
How do I do that?
CALINON
Put the suit on and then rush into the cave and out again. He'll
know you are just trying to trick him so he'll chase you. If he
thought you were a real wizard he'd stay in the cave, for his
power is strongest in the cave.
BOM-BED
But…
CALINON
Once he starts to chase you, leave him of the path that turns
towards stormy mountain. I'll be waiting for him there.
(he disappears in a stream of smoke just the same as he
entered)
BOM-BED
But Wizzard…
ALLENGORE
He's gone, Bom-bed I guess we'll just have to do what he says.
Here you go behind that rock and change into the wizard suit.
(Bom-bed goes behind the big downstage rock)
BOM-BED
(bobbing up and down behind rock as he puts on
the costume)
You know, you never told me what your name is.
ALLENGORE
That's because I don't have a name.
BOM-BED
You don't have a name?
ALLENGORE
No. I used to have a name, but it was elf name so it was
invisible. And when I turned green I lost my name because names
can't turn green. Either an elf’s name is invisible or it's not
anything. And since I'm not visible anymore, neither is my name,
which means it isn't anything. Do you understand?
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BOM-BED
(after visibly trying to comprehend)
No.
ALLENGORE
Let me try telling you a different way.
(cue for song)
Changing Names
Now Elvin folk are quite a lot, there never seen, oh no they're
not.
But if by chance an elf turns green, then his elven name, what
does it mean?
Because if one day you're not the same, how can you use the same
old name?
For Elven folks, they live in trees, they spend their time
nibbling leaves.
There's not a thing can spot when there, the Elven folk are thin
as air.
But if by chance an elf you seen, it's only so because he's
green.
And if he's green he has no name, because you see, he's not the
same.
(spoken)
Now do you understand?
BOM-BED
I don't think so.
ALLENGORE
If I had magic in my hand and passed it over baby lambs turning
them to apple jam, would you still call them baby lambs?
Or if I put a seed to ground and watered it the year around and
it grew up into a tree, would you still call it just a seed?
Or if one day it got so cold the rain turned white and fell real
slow,
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ALLENGORE
(song cont.)
Now I would say it changed its name, or would you say that it
still raining?
And with ourselves it's just the same, when we turn green we
lose our names.
It's all the same world is round, papas up and down is down,
when things are changed they lose their names.
And that's the rules of this here game.
(Bom-bed emerges wearing wizard suit)
BOM-BED
Now Let me see if this is right, day is day i and night's night.
And if they change the other way, then day is night and night is
day?
ALLENGORE
No, when they change they don't trade names, unless of course,
it's as you say, they turn themselves the other way.
BOM-BED
And if I'm me then I'm not you, unless I stand inside your
shoes?
ALLENGORE
Nope. I am me and you are you even if we did change shoes.
The only times that names are changed his when you're something
else again.
Like rain to snow or young to old.
BOM-BED
Or seed to tree or you to me?
ALLENGORE
Now you've got it!
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BOTH
When things are changed, they change their names.
They’re given new or not at all.
BOM-BED
Like sun to moon.
ALLENGORE
Or spring to fall.
BOTH
Or day to night or wrong to write.
ALLENGORE
And that is why I have no name.
BOM-BED
Because you've gone through quite a change?
ALLENGORE
Yes, I am green but used to be no color you could ever see.
So I have changed and lost my name, like young too old and snow
to rain.
BOM-BED
But you could be whatever else you felt like naming greenish
elves.
For if you have no name in sight, you can't be wrong, but only
right.
ALLENGORE
You know, I think you're right in that, why I would even bet my
hat.
That I could name myself today and have a name as bright and gay
as when I was the other way.
Hmmm.
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BOM-BED
Fred?

George?

John.

How about Jane?

Allengore!

ALLENGORE
Allengore the elf. How's that name?

Allengore.

BOM-BED
Allengore.
That's not bad but I kind of liked

Fred.
ALLENGORE
Allengore. It suits my head. Yes Allengore. Just like I said,
That when you change you change your name, and that's the rule
to this here game.
(end of song)
BOM-BED
Well, Allengore, how do I look?
ALLENGORE
(lying)
Uh, almost like a real wizard, I guess.
Now you charge right into that old cave and get Nogol to chase
you up the mountain path. I'll meet you on the other side, once
I let your friends loose.
BOM-BED
Well…

here goes!

(BOMB-BED charges threw front of cave which has been
darkened until now. BOMB BED screams real loud. NOGOL
screams real loud. HAROLD and LOUIE scream real loud. DAN
and LIONEL scream real loud.BOMB-BED then turns and runs
out of the cave and up into audience area with NOGOL
screaming and running after him.
HAROLD and LOUIE run out of the cave to watch, ALLENGORE
sneaks into cave to free DAN and LIONEL; HAROLD and LOUIE
catch on and run back into cave.
Screaming and fighting.
Lights out.
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Cave is quickly replaced by mountain path - Possibly the
back side of the cave set piece.
(End scene four)
Scene five
(several beats after lights out, BOMB-BED comes screaming
down through the audience with the NOGOL in hot pursuit.
They run up and down the aisles until the stage is set and
then BOMB-BED leads NOGOL on stage, and runs right past
CALINON.
NOGOL stops in his tracks.
Lights come up full, but they are eerie)
CALINON
(now wearing a bright gold wizard suit instead of
his old rags)
I am Calinon, wizard of the Third Clearing. I am truth and
power.
NOGOL
I am Nogol, Master of Darkness, King Of Evil, Power Of The
Otherworld.
CALINON
You'll go no further, Nogol. It is time for the final battle.
The Holiday Tree protects the wisdom of the Middle World and
I'll not let it fall into the hands of darkness.
NOGOL
Old fool! You have no power to match mine. Stand aside or be
gone from the world forever!
CALINON
I'll not move at evil’s bidding!
NOGOL
Then you'll die by fire!
(lights flash, strobes pop, smoke pillows, wind blows,
etc., all kinds of spectacular wizard battle special
effects until blackout)
(End scene five)
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Scene six
(at same time as scene five blacks out, the follow spot
snaps on BOM-BED, DAN, LIONEL and ALLENGORE all huddled
together at the side of the audience area.
The stage - in darkness- shifts back to a winter setting;
the GREEN ELF VILLAGE where holiday toys are made. There
should be workbenches and half finished toys about)
BOM-BED
(slips out of wizard robe costume)
Boy, I thought for sure old Nogol had me.
ALLENGORE
Hey did you see the sky light up when they started fighting?
DAN
Yes, just like the good old days. Why I haven't seen so many
sparks fly since the last time those two went at it.
LIONEL
Who do you suppose will win?
BOM-BED
I have a feeling that it won't be long before we find out.
ALLENGORE
Oh, it gives me shudders to think of what the world would be
like if Nogol wins.
LIONEL
Don't even think such a thing. Why the old wizard will clean the
mountain with Nogol and then we can have the Holiday Tree back
and the world will be rid of that old evil magician.
BOM-BED
For all our sakes, let's hope so.
DAN
Wait a minute, boys. My old eyes maybe bad but they spot
something up ahead just a sure as I'm standing here.
LIONEL
I can't see a thing. Why after the sky grew dark during the
wizard battle, I haven't been able to see my hand in front of my
face.
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BOM-BED
I think Dan's right. There does seem to be something up there.
ALLENGORE
I'm beginning to feel strange. It's almost as if I were among
elves again. It's a very special feeling you get when you come
close to other elves.
DAN
Never cared much for elves. Pardon me, little fellow, but it's
those invisible once I can't take. They're always running
through my trees, eating the bark and nibbling at the leaves.
Why some years they're worse than insects, the way they use my
forest for their meals.
BOM-BED
Do you think it's possible, Allengore, that there could be elves
up ahead?
ALLENGORE
That's what has my head spinning. You see, Dan here said he saw
something, but elves can't be seen, and yet I feel them, which
means there are elves close by. It's all very confusing to me.
LIONEL
I vote we go and see.
BOM-BED
I agree.
(they walk to the stage very cautiously. As they walk,
special lighting comes up on stage to review all dancers in
elf costumes the same as Allengore’s. They are green too.
As the troop comes closer to the elves, music begins and
the elves go into a song and dance. It's a working dance
and song since they’re all busy making toys. The TOP ELF
wanders through the song and dance overseeing the work.)
Toys for the world
ELVES
Oh now’s the time of year we like for we are green and it is
white.
And we are busy morn till night, making gifts for your daylight.
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Toys for the world (cont.)
It is our job to build and plan, to make the gifts and make them
grand.
Low is spread the whole world wide and on its back we will ride.
For now is the time of year we like, when snow is falling all
through the night.
And we can sing our happy songs and everyone can join along.
(reprise)
Four we are elfnodes bright and green, the only elves that can
be seen.
And we make toys for all the world, for all the boys and all the
girls.
Yes we make gifts for everyone, so all the folks can have their
fun
On Celebration Day each year, and very soon it will be here.
Four holidays are good For all, this is the best one of them
all.
The snow is bright and good to touch, we like this season very
much.
For we are proud that we can say we make the gifts to give away.
(reprise)
And we are elfnodes bright and green, the only elves that can be
seen.
And we make toys for all the world, for all the boys and all the
girls.
And we are proud that we can say, we make the gifts to give
away. Yes, we are proud that we can say, we make the gifts to
give away.
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(end song)
BOM-BED
(as his group comes to stage, applauding)
Now that was a very nice song.
TOP ELF
Why thank you. Now if you excuse me we really are quite busy.
(notices Allengore)
Say, your new face around here. Where are your tools? Which
group are you working with?
ALLENGORE
Why I work with this group. We just had a narrow escape from
Nogol and…
ALL ELFNODES
Nogol?!
TOP ELF
Is he on the loose again?!
ALLENGORE
Oh yes. Why he and his henchmen were the ones who stole the
holiday tree and…
TOP ELF
Stole a holiday tree?! Quick, tell me, does the wizard Calinon
know this?
BOM-BED
Oh yes, dear me yes. Why at this very moment he and Nogol…
LIONEL
… they're having a battle, a very big magic battle with lots of
smoke and lightening shooting all over the place!
TOP ELF
Oh dear me! Hurry now, tell me where they are fighting.
DAN
Well, since we don't know where we are, how can we tell you
where they are?
TOP ELF
Why you are in the enchanted Forest of Darshbog, sanctuary of
the green elves.
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LIONEL
It was near a big mountain.
BOM-BED
Oh yes, I remember now, it was Stormy Mountain.
TOP ELF
Alright elves, drop your toys and pick up your swords. We have a
battle to attend!
(ALL the ELVES drop with they're doing, run around,
seemingly in chaos, and then hold up swords that seemed to
have appeared from nowhere, and then RUN OFF STAGE
following the TOP ELF)
Oh, wait please.

BOM-BED
Oh dear, they've all gone.

DAN
Now what do you suppose they could do in a wizard battle?
ALLENGORE
I don't know, but they'll looked just like me, and I look just
like them, I must go after them. At last I belong somewhere.
(ALLENGORE, grabbing DAN’s sword, RUNS OFFSTAGE after other
ELVES)
DAN
Hey!
BOM-BED
Allengore, wait!
LIONEL
Shhh. I hear something. Hide.
(they hide behind workbenches.
HAROLD and LOUIE ENTER, sneakily)
HAROLD
I don't see anybody around, c’mon.
LOUIE
Oh, this place gives me the creeps. It smells all fresh and nice
like elves.
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HAROLD
Maybe so. But elves don’t live in houses or have villages. Even
so, whoever lives here ain’t here now. I wonder if they got any
food laying about.
LOUIE
Lookie here. A rocking horse!
(he climbs on)
HAROLD
(surreptitiously picking up a piece of bread)
Get offa there! This ain't no holiday.
LOUIE
Hey, did you find something to eat over there?
HAROLD
(hiding bread)
No, not yet.
LOUIE
You did too! Give me a bite!
DAN
(jumping up from behind workbench)
A bite of me sword will cure your hunger!
HAROLD AND LOUIE
Yikes!
(they bump into each other looking for a way out)
(DAN realizes he doesn't have a sword but quickly grabs up
a toy sword, as BOM-BED and LIONEL emerge and do the same)
DAN
There's no way out, you may as well throw down your weapons and
give up.
HAROLD AND LOUIE
We give up, we give up!
BOM-BED
(suddenly brave next to Dan)
Throw down your weapons.
HAROLD
(drops his bread)
Ain't no call to get mad. We ain’t got no weapons
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LOUIE
Nope. We ain’t gonna do nothin’.
LIONEL
(catching brave from Bom-bed )
Tell us, are the Wizards still fighting?
LOUIE
Oh yeah, there ain’t gonna to be nothin’ left of that old
mountain when they get through. That's why we ran away.
HAROLD
That old mountain was falling to pieces. Hunks of mountain were
flying everywhere.
LOUIE
Everywhere!
HAROLD
But Nogol was winning.
LOUIE
He was?
HAROLD
Of course he was.
(TOP ELF and rest of ELFNODES ENTER, dragging their swords)
TOP ELF
Well, what's all this now?
BOM-BED
These are Nogol’s henchman. They ran away during the wizard
battle.
LIONEL
Where is Allengore?
DAN
The battle…
TOP ELF
Oh yes, the battle. By the time we got there, it was finished.
(Pause. He offers no more.)
BOM-BED
And the Wizard?
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TOP ELF
There wasn't any sign of either one of them. Not even the
mountain was there.
DAN
You mean they ripped up the whole mountain?
TOP ELF
I don't know how else a mountain could disappear.
LIONEL
Excuse me, what about Allengore?
TOP ELF
What’s an Allengore?
LIONEL
He was the elf that was with us.
TOP ELF
Oh yes, the new face. Why I thought he was here with you.
BOM-BED
Oh no, he ran after you. He said he belonged with you.
TOP ELF
Well, he was right about that. All the green elves belong with
us. I don't know how we could've past him up. Usually when an
elf turns green, they're sent straight to us. Only they're not
elves anymore.
LIONEL
They’re not?
BOM-BED
What are they?
TOP ELF
When an elves turns green they become Elfnodes. That's what we
are, Elfnodes.
(ELFNODES all nod in unison)
DAN
Never heard of such a thing.
TOP ELF
Not many folks have.
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BOM-BED
You make all the celebration day presents here?
TOP ELF
Yes, exactly. We make them all and the old wizard delivers them.
We’ve been doing it for years and years and years.
HAROLD
But not this year.
DAN
Hold your tongue, creep!
(HAROLD looks quizzically at LOUIE and then holds his
tongue)
LIONEL
Oh, I wonder where the wizard is, and poor Allengore.
(ALLENGORE ENTERS, carrying the wizard’s hat)
ALLENGORE
(sadly)
Here I am. I found this where the mountain used to be.
BOM-BED
The wizards hat!
HAROLD AND LOUIE
Hooray for Nogol!
DAN
Hold your tongues, creeps!
(HAROLD and LOUIE look quizzically at each other again and
then hold their tongues)
LIONEL
Oh, Celebration Day is gone forever.
DAN
It's only a hat, boys, it's only a hat. It could've fallen off
during the battle.
TOP ELF
Oh a wizard’s hat never falls off. Why the only way a wizard can
lose his hat is if…
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BOM-BED
…Is if he's lost his power.
DAN
Really?
HAROLD AND LOUIE
Hooray for Nogol!
DAN
Hold your…
(THEY hold their tongues)
ALLENGORE
But couldn't it be something else altogether? Maybe he just
pretended to lose his power. Maybe to trick Nogol.
LIONEL
Could it be that?
TOP ELF
Well, it’s possible I guess. Since we don't hear old Nogol
flying around screaming ‘I AM NOGOL’, which is what he would do
if he won the fight. I guess maybe the wizard could've been
tricking him. At any rate, we had all better go to the Fuzzy’s
village. If the Wizard won the fight, he’d take the Holiday Tree
there. And if he didn't win, well, that Fuzzy village is a
better place to be than this.
DAN
What do we do about these creeps?
BOM-BED
We better take them along. Perhaps they may serve a purpose.
(dim down to special lighting as they wind their way,
single file back and forth on stage and then into the
audience area. Elfnode stuff is taken away, leaving only
winter setting. Fuzzy Village is brought in.)
(End scene six)
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scene seven
(the troop wind their way through the audience, perhaps
picking up a child and then depositing back in its seat
later, and then disappear through a back exit
on stage, lights come up on GRANDEE standing alone in the
Fuzzy’s village square)
GRANDEE
(calling out)
Bom-bed!
Lionel!
Bom-bed!
Oh, I wish they'd come back. It's so lonely here now that
everyone has gone out looking for the Holiday Tree.
(HAROLD and LOUIS run onstage, escaping. Harold is holding
wizard’s hat)
HAROLD
Quick, Louie, this way.
LOUIE
I'm comin, I’m comin’.
(they run across stage and exit opposite
ALLENGORE runs in with DAN not far behind)
ALLENGORE
(to Grandee)
Quick, have you seen too sneaky looking towards run by here?
DAN
Yeah, they were carrying a wizard hat.
GRANDEE
Uh.
(he points)
ALLENGORE AND DAN
Thanks!
(THEY run off stage in same direction as Harold and Louie.
HAROLD and LOUIE ENTER from upstage)
HAROLD
(to Grandee)
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Listen you, we got a wizard hat that can turn you into a mouse.
If anybody ask you where we went, you tell them the other way.
(they run off.
DAN and ALLENGORE enter from upstage)
DAN
Did they come back by here?
GRANDEE
Uh. That way.
(he point opposite of Harold and Louie’s exit)
ALLENGORE
Thanks.
(they run off following Grandees direction.
TOP ELF and troop of ELFNODES ENTER)
TOP ELF
Say there Fuzzy, have you seen a dwarf and a little green fellow
like us?
(GRANDEE points in direction he sent Dan and Allengore
TOP ELF and ELFNODES take off.
LIONEL ENTERS)
LIONEL
Grandee!
GRANDEE
Lionel!
(BOM-BED ENTERS)
BOM-BED
Grandee!
GRANDEE
Bom-bed!
(HAROLD and LOUIE run through with the rest of cast in
pursuit)
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BOM-BED
They stole that wizard’s hat.
GRANDEE
Really?
BOM-BED
Yes, but it’s no good to them. Only wizards can use the magic.
GRANDEE
(realizing he was duped)
Oh Really.
We just don’t want
Nogol.

LIONEL
those two to get away and maybe give it to
GRANDEE

Nogol?!!
LIONEL
Oh yes, They’re Nogol’s helpers. We’ve been on quite an
adventure. There was a wizard battle and…
GRANDEE
Wizard Battle?!! Oh my.
BOM-BED
Oh yes. And we’ve come back to the village now to find out who
won.
GRANDEE
(Begins by yelling over the commotion of the on
and off stage chase after Harold and Louie, but
when it suddenly stops with their capture
upstage, he is yelling into silence)
I’m the only one left here! They’ve all gone looking for the
Holiday Tree! I’m the village watchman!
DAN
We got ‘em!
(DAN drags HAROLD and LOUIE down to BOM-BED and the rest.
The group of chasers follow)
ALLENGORE
And I’ve got the wizard’s hat!
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HAROLD
When Nogol get’s here…
LOUIE
…we’ll get the last laugh.
DAN
Until then you’re our prisoners. Sit down and hold you tongues.
(HAROLD and LOUIE plop down angrily and hold
their tongues again)
GRANDEE
Does all this mean that the wizard battle is coming here?!
LIONEL
Oh, we don’t know what’s going to happen next. It was the the
Elfnode’s idea to come to the village.
GRANDEE
Elfnodes?
BOM-BED
Oh yes, pardon me. These are Elfnodes.
GRANDEE
(to the group)
Hello.
BOM-BED
And this is Dan.
DAN
Howdy there, Fuzzy. Pleased to meet you. You sure missed out on
a good adventure.
ALLENGORE
Oh, according to then Top Elf, he’ll probably get in on the end
of it, because it’s supposed to be coming here. And the end is
the best part.
GRANDEE
Oh, uh, um, You know, I just remembered I left some cookies in
the oven. I really should go see if they’re done.
(He runs OFF)
DAN
Well, it doesn’t look like your friend cares much for
adventures.
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GRANDEE
(running back ONSTAGE)
Help! Help! Something…. Over there… Coming… Help!
(runs OFF opposite his entry)
DAN
(after a short pause)
What do you suppose that was all about?
TOP ELF
I think he said that something was coming after him.
CALINON
(from OFFSTAGE, a deep authoritative voice,
almost unrecognizable)
Behold Nogol! Here is the King of Darkness! The Master of the
Other World! Behold Nogol!
(HAROLD and LOUIE stand up excited. The rest cringe and
huddle together as…
NOGOL, slowly ENTERS, beaten and weary. His clothes are in
tatters, and his hat is crumpled and bent. He is wrapped
with long rope which he pulls against as he drags the
Holiday Tree ONSTAGE
CALINON ENTERS as he pronounces…)
Behold Nogol!
LIONEL
Wizard!
BOM-BED
You won!
DAN
Of course he won. Why I never had a doubt.
CALINON
You had no doubts because you weren’t in the battle.
ALLENGORE
But you lost your hat!
CALINON
That’s when I had my doubts.
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BOM-BED
But how did… I mean, that is…
CALINON
That a wizard’s hat may be ;lost only when he loses his powers?
BOM-BED
Yes, exactly.
CALINON
Just so, just so. As I said, that’s when I had my doubts.
DAN
Well, it’s all over now, and the wizard won. Let’s hear it for
Calenon!
NOGOL
I’d rather be boiled in beetle juic than listen to all this
gladness.
ALLENGORE
Oh, is poor Nogol feeling sorry for himself? I have just the
thing for you, a Holiday gift from me to you.
(replaces Nogol’s bent up hat with the old
wizard’s he’s been holding)
CALINON
Allengore! No!
NOGOL
Ha! Too late!
(He springs to his feet and sheds the rope)
I may have no powers now, but as long as I have your hat, you
can do me no harm.
ALLENGORE
Oh no!
NOGOL
Enjoy your tree, Fuzzies, for someday Nogol will return.
(EXITS with a flourish of his ragged cape)
HAROLD AND LOUIE
Hey!
CALINON
Well, Allengore, now it looks like we’ll never be rid of Nogol.
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ALLENGORE
Oh me, Oh my.
(GRANDEE ENTERS carrying the wizard’s hat)
BOM-BED
Grandee!
ALLENGORE
The wizard hat!
LIONEL
How did you…?
(indicating the hat)
GRANDEE
You mean this?
Some old ragged vagabond was running down the road with it. I
remembered what you said about the magic being no good except to
the Wizard there, so I jumped out from behind a rock… uh that I
was inspecting… and snatched it off his head.
Such a poor old fool. He screamed as if he’d been hit by
lightening and then ran so hard that he was out of sight in a
minute.
BOM-BED
That was Nogol.
GRANDEE
Nogol?!
(He looks around and then feints into LIONEL’s
arms, as LIONEL catches the falling hat)
DAN
Hurray for the Fuzzy! He saved the day!
CALINON
Well, he saved my hat, at least.
(He takes the hat and puts it on)
As for Nogol, he’s gone to mend his wounds and regain his
strength. We’ll have to deal with him again someday.
LIONEL
But for now, we have our Holiday Tree back.
TOP ELF
And just in time, too. Celebration Day will be here soon.
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(Cue for song, sung by all)
(Song is inspirational. As song progresses, everybody
decorates tree. And while they’re at it, HAROLD and LOUIE
crawl OFF.
During this process BOM-BED brings in his basket of magic
berries(glowing Christmas tree lights) and they are strung
around the tree.
Just before the last verse, CALINON waves a magical
flourish and a big gold star appears atop the tree.)
Holiday Tree
It stands beneath the sky of old, more valuable than shining
gold.
A marvel of earth for all to see, the grandest of the grandest
trees.
With top that touches day and night and catches all the brightes
light,
Stretching out its longest limbs, Celebration Day begins.
And we all give, and we receive the gifts of love beneath the
Tree.
The days are short toward end of year, but with the tree now
standing here,
So mighty in the village square, filling all the village air,
That we can see just how much love is shining down from stars
above
To fill the season’s coldest days with warm and friendly
holidays.
So light the Tree with magic power, crowning nature’s perfect
tower.
Yes light the Tree with magic power, crowning nature’s perfect
tower.
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Holiday Tree (cont.)
And as it has for many years. the star of gold will soon appear
Atop the Tree of Holiday and will be seen in many waysAs light of love and brotherhood, or standing for the greatest
good
(CALINON flourishes for star to appear)
That in the world can be attained.
And with our song we all acclaim
That everyone should join their hands with each and every one
they can,
That everyone should join their hands with each and everyone
they can.
(As song ends, stage lights dim leaving the tree and its
gold star to light the cast)

END
(curtain call everybody)

Wizard’s Gift Evil Wizard - NOGOL

